Fall 2022

Well its time to catch up! Its been the busiest year
and season of my career in radio and especially
Engineering!
We have had so many projects going on both for my work and for
SkyHubLink, basically non-stop since last March that I have not been able
to keep up with this newsletter. A trip to Alaska for a transmitter install,
new station builds, new repeater builds, pretty much continuous!
SO lets get started!

Alaska is truly as beautiful as it has been described, and pictures can’t do it justice! During the summer too it is daylight
practically 24 hours. I found that you could go out on the patio (at the place we were staying) even at 3am and read a
book. To reside there you must have “blackout” curtains to have total darkness as one sleeps! And of course this time
of year, it is mostly dark. I don’t really think I could get used to that!

Woke up in Wheat Ridge CO, by the afternoon I was in ANCHORAGE! Man when I looked at the map I thought, “WOW!
I sure am a LONG WAY from home”! Actually it definitely was further away than I have EVER been!

But the work was fun and getting to help my colleague Kyle remove an old Continental transmitter and install a new
Nautel was certainly a lot of fun! The site was beautiful above Eagle River AK and with daylight lasting all evening we got
a lot done and the old transmitter out, and the new one installed in two days!

Rolling out the old transmitter using steel pipe, out onto the 2 by 4’s and out the door! A clean place to install a NICE
NEW TRANSMITTER!

A TRIUMPHANT KYLE!!!

Not too bad for two guys and some steel pipe! THESE THINGS ARE HEAVY! BTW, this is about 5:30pm! Look at ALL
THE LIGHT!
Then next day we essentially reversed the process bringing in the new transmitter with the rented truck, unboxing it and
loading it into the room. Actually all in all, it went without a hitch. We did have to go back down into Anchorage for
some electrical conduit, but by late afternoon the next day we had the transmitter on air and covering its area! Was an
amazing trip!

Kyle with the transmitter crates loaded into the truck, backing up to the door, and we walked and rolled the new
transmitter into place. NOTE the height of the transmitter! WHEW! It went in perfectly! Kyle had prepped the site
prior to my arrival, and went to the Home Depot (they are EVERYWHERE!) and picked up lumber to facilitate us
getting the transmitters switched out actually very easy. GREAT JOB KYLE!

Kyle taking off all the plastic wrap, Jack doing the prep for RF and all the remote control hookups. And fitting the first
length of 3 1/8’s inch line to the transmitter.
Another thing about Alaska! Due to the high lattitude, satellite dishes are almost pointed into the ground, not like the
45 or so degrees we are used to down here. I still find that is so amazing that they will even work up north like that, but
they sure do. However, LOOK AT THE ANGLE! Just clears the horizon! IF you can SEE the horizon!

So we got the project done is such great time that we had time to do a little touring around and while “driving” the
signal, we decided to roll into the Wasilla AK airport just on the south side of town. We rounded the corner to the
entrance and came upon something that excited me tremendously!

A couple of guys were working on this grand old Douglas DC-4 aircraft! As it turns out this old warbird still transports
fuel to communities around the state and is kept flying to this day! What an exciting thing to happen upon! So as Kyle
sat watching me “freak out” as he said over this aircraft and getting to see it live and in person, I ran up to the fence and
hollered at the guys and ask, “hey any chance to get a tour and take a look”? To my surprise they were very gracious and
allowed us not only to come into the fenced area but to actually GO ABOARD the aircraft and look around a bit! This
was THE HIGHLIGHT OF THE TRIP for me!

Its CAP’N Jack at the controls ladies and gentlemen! And looking out the pilot window at the engines.

ONE OF THE COOLEST PICTURES EVER!
Also close by was a DC-3 that had been long neglected and derilected for who knows how many years. This is probably
my favorite aircraft next to the 737-800. So sad to see this, sure would like to see more of these aircraft in person. If
you are an aircraft afficianado then you know about the history of the DC-3. So many things I could say here and there
are so many books and videos available these days so the history of this plane is rich and readily available for those of us
who still love these vintage old aircraft.

DC 4 Flight Deck Interior of N3054V.
Yes this aircraft is still in service as an oil/fuel tanker to supply remote communities in Alaska. You can actually look up
the tail number online and it shows registered to Alaska Air Fuel Wasilla. As of this writing it looks like the aircraft is in
King Salmon AK after a flight on September 13 according to flight tracking on the FlightAware website. Take a look
sometime and this historic aircrafts travels.

Another picture of N3058V! What a BEAUTY! Still Flying!

Look at the size of the cargo door!

This POOR OLD GIRL! A Derilect DC-4. SO SAD!

Interesting number on the old tail section behind me in this picture
Spare parts for the currently flying N3054V. More pics here of the DC-3. Wouldn’t it be wonderful is someone restored
this grand old aircraft?!?!

Evidently by tail number this is a Douglas_R4D-8 Military version of the DC-4, the successor to the DC-3! Man I wish I
had gazillions of dollars! Can you imagine this grand old lady restored? What a museum piece if nothing else!

Interesting name for the aircraft huh?
And what one of these aircraft looked like in its heyday!

Picture credit By Mike Freer - Touchdown-aviation - Gallery page http://www.airliners.net/photo/USA--Marines/Douglas-C-117D-%28DC-3S%29/1539492/
I actually found some photos of this aircraft, the actual Phlucked Phrom Phlorida aircraft from when she was flight
capable here at this guys photo website: https://www.flickr.com/photos/bob_butcher/3623490623/in/photostream/
Ok I am done about aircraft this edition. GREAT TIME IN ALASKA, now onward with HAMSHACK STUFF!

And yes, we got a whole lot of SkyHubLink stuff done over the summer months and into September.

In the above pictures you can see the Colorado Springs 447.425 Wires-X repeater now housed at Gardner Rock along
with the 449.850 analog SkyHubLink repeater and its antenna on a pole next to the transmitter building. Several
Broadcast entities are also in this facility. We want to thank our good friend Vic Michael for allowing us to be in this
building which has great coverage of the Colorado Springs Metro area. Also in the bottom picture you can see our Link
dish from the offices of our tower friends Galvanized Endeavors, Alex Arpin, Daniel Ricke and the crew who generously
allow an internet connection to be beamed up to Gardner Rock linking the repeaters. The Wires-X repeater had
previously been located at KRDO-TV, which unfortunately was down in the city and the coverage wasn’t as good. Now
we have both repeaters at a great site with great coverage, and we are also very thankful for our good friend Steve
KDØSBN for the donation of the Wires-X repeater to SkyHubLink!

AND another new repeater is now covering Steamboat Springs from the top of Sunshine Peak above the ski resort. This
repeater has massive coverage thanks to Danny NØPRG! It covers the entire Yampa Valley and way out past Craig
toward Dinosaur. This is one we have waited for a long time to help supplement the coverage of the 447.425 YSF
repeater on Storm Peak. Now the area’s are covered both digital and analog, with the analog 145.295 having greater
coverage due to the positioning on the higher clearer peak! All details are on the website on the “repeaters” page.

The NØPRG repeater and the site at 11,000 feet in the ski facilities lift house
SkyHubLink now has new repeaters in Vail, downtown Denver, and a whole new list of repeaters on the western slope of
Colorado (Thanks to our good friend Keri N2KNK), Steamboat Springs (Thanks to Danny NØPRG), Elk Mountain WY
(Thanks to Skyler WØSKY), Cotopaxi Colorado (Thanks to Bill AEØQC for housing the repeater) and others. See the
“Repeaters” page at SkyHubLink.com for more information!

Was going thru some old pictures and found this from back in 2012! The KEØVH Hamshack sure has changed from 10
years ago!

https://crawfordmediagroup.net/crawford-engineering/

HAMSHACK ARCHIVES FILES
http://www.ke0vh.com/hamshack/archives/TheKE0VHHamshack201701Jan.pdf
http://www.ke0vh.com/hamshack/archives/TheKE0VHHamshack201702Feb.pdf
http://www.ke0vh.com/hamshack/archives/TheKE0VHHamshack201703Mar.pdf
http://www.ke0vh.com/hamshack/archives/TheKE0VHHamshack201704April.pdf
http://www.ke0vh.com/hamshack/archives/TheKE0VHHamshack201705May.pdf
http://www.ke0vh.com/hamshack/archives/TheKE0VHHamshack201706June.pdf
http://www.ke0vh.com/hamshack/archives/TheKE0VHHamshack201707July.pdf
http://www.ke0vh.com/hamshack/archives/TheKE0VHHamshack201708Aug.pdf
http://www.ke0vh.com/hamshack/archives/TheKE0VHHamshack201709Sep.pdf
http://www.ke0vh.com/hamshack/archives/TheKE0VHHamshack201710Oct.pdf
http://www.ke0vh.com/hamshack/archives/TheKE0VHHamshack201711Nov.pdf
http://www.ke0vh.com/hamshack/archives/TheKE0VHHamshack201712Dec.pdf
http://www.ke0vh.com/hamshack/archives/TheKE0VHHamshack201801Jan.pdf
http://www.ke0vh.com/hamshack/archives/TheKE0VHHamshack201802Feb.pdf
http://www.ke0vh.com/hamshack/archives/TheKE0VHHamshack201803Mar.pdf
http://www.ke0vh.com/hamshack/archives/TheKE0VHHamshack201804April.pdf

http://www.ke0vh.com/hamshack/archives/TheKE0VHHamshack201805May.pdf
http://www.ke0vh.com/hamshack/archives/TheKE0VHHamshack201806June.pdf
http://www.ke0vh.com/hamshack/archives/TheKE0VHHamshack201807July.pdf
http://www.ke0vh.com/hamshack/archives/TheKE0VHHamshack20180809AugSept.pdf
http://www.ke0vh.com/hamshack/archives/TheKE0VHHamshack201810Oct.pdf
http://www.ke0vh.com/hamshack/archives/TheKE0VHHamshack201811Nov.pdf
http://www.ke0vh.com/hamshack/archives/TheKE0VHHamshack201812Dec.pdf
http://www.ke0vh.com/hamshack/archives/TheKE0VHHamshack201901Jan.pdf
http://www.ke0vh.com/hamshack/archives/TheKE0VHHamshack201902Feb.pdf
http://www.ke0vh.com/hamshack/archives/TheKE0VHHamshack201903Mar.pdf
http://www.ke0vh.com/hamshack/archives/TheKE0VHHamshack201904April.pdf
http://www.ke0vh.com/hamshack/archives/TheKE0VHHamshack201905May.pdf
http://www.ke0vh.com/hamshack/archives/TheKE0VHHamshack201906June.pdf
http://www.ke0vh.com/hamshack/archives/TheKE0VHHamshack201907July.pdf
http:/www.ke0vh.com/hamshack/archives/TheKE0VHHamshack201908Aug.pdf
http://www.ke0vh.com/hamshack/archives/TheKE0VHHamshack20190910SeptOct.pdf
http://www.ke0vh.com/hamshack/archives/TheKE0VHHamshack201911Nov.pdf

http://www.ke0vh.com/hamshack/archives/TheKE0VHHamshack201912Dec.pdf
http://www.ke0vh.com/hamshack/archives/TheKE0VHHamshack20200102JanFeb.pdf
http://www.ke0vh.com/hamshack/archives/TheKE0VHHamshack20200304MarApr.pdf
http://www.ke0vh.com/hamshack/archives/TheKE0VHHamshack20200305May.pdf
http://www.ke0vh.com/hamshack/archives/TheKE0VHHamshack202006June.pdf
http://www.ke0vh.com/hamshack/archives/TheKE0VHHamshack202007July.pdf
http://www.ke0vh.com/hamshack/archives/TheKE0VHHamshack202008Aug.pdf
http://www.ke0vh.com/hamshack/archives/TheKE0VHHamshack2020091011.pdf
http://www.ke0vh.com/hamshack/archives/TheKE0VHHamshack202012Dec.pdf
http://www.ke0vh.com/hamshack/archives/TheKE0VHHamshack2021Jan.pdf
http://www.ke0vh.com/hamshack/archives/TheKE0VHHamshack202102Feb.pdf
http://www.ke0vh.com/hamshack/archives/TheKE0VHHamshack202103Mar.pdf
http://www.ke0vh.com/hamshack/archives/TheKE0VHHamshack202104April.pdf
http://www.ke0vh.com/hamshack/archives/TheKE0VHHamshack202105May.pdf

http://www.ke0vh.com/hamshack/archives/TheKE0VHHamshack202106June.pdf
http://www.ke0vh.com/hamshack/archives/TheKE0VHHamshack20210809AugSep.pdf
http://www.ke0vh.com/hamshack/archives/TheKE0VHHamshack202111Nov.pdf
http://www.ke0vh.com/hamshack/archives/TheKE0VHHamshack202112Dec.pdf
http://www.ke0vh.com/hamshack/archives/TheKE0VHHamshack202201Jan.pdf
http://www.ke0vh.com/hamshack/archives/TheKE0VHHamshack202202Feb.pdf
http://www.ke0vh.com/hamshack/archives/TheKE0VHHamshack2022030405MarAprilMay.pdf

4 Years AGO: http://www.smpte-sbe48.org/wp/2016/11/
5 Years AGO: http://www.smpte-sbe48.org/wp/2015/11/
6 Years AGO: http://www.smpte-sbe48.org/wp/2014/11/
Click HERE TO CHECK OUT the latest BDR.net articles at: https://www.thebdr.net/articles/thisweek.html

